
User Manual 

Electric Mosquito Swatter 

Model: XQN-898 

 

Product features 

1. The product has a built-in lithium battery for power supply; 

2. After the electric mosquito swatter is out of use, it has the function of automatically 

eliminating 

the residual electricity on the high voltage network; 

3. The product is equipped with mosquito trapping violet light, and the 360-400mm mosquito 

trapping wavelength is specially selected; 

4. The power grid voltage is about 3000V during operation; 

5. Product charge display function; 

6. The product is equipped with overcharge, over discharge, over current, and load short circuit 

protection to accurately detect the charging voltage, ensure the safety of charging; 

 

Product usage  

1. For the first time, please charge the product for 3-4 hours; The product can be used while 

charging: 

2. When charging, insert the USB plug of the 5V charger into the charging port of the product, 

and first push the power switch to the lowest OFF position when the charging indicator on the 

product turns to normally on, it indicates that the product is full charged, the charging time is 

about 3 hours; 

3. Conventional mosquito control method: push the power switch on the right side of the 

product to the ON1 position (middle position), and press and hold the front handle high voltage 

button switch, high voltage working indicator light -- red light is on, at this time, the metal mesh 

is provided with high voltage, and the mosquito will be killed immediately when waving the 

swatter and mosquito contact the net.  When the button switch is released, the indicator light 

goes out, and the metal net is still on if there is residual voltage, please do not touch the metal 

net. After a few seconds, the voltage will be eliminated automatically; 

4. Intelligent mosquito control method: push the product power switch to ON2 (top), and the LED 

mosquito trap violet light will be on, the power grid is equipped with high-voltage electricity, and 

then the tail of the electric mosquito swatter is inserted into the self- contained base to form a 

standing mode, the mosquito and harmful flying insects will be killed by touching when they are 

attracted by the purple light on the product and fly to the electric net; 

5.Turn off the mosquito killing function: push the power switch to the OFF position (the lowest 

part); 

6. When using the intelligent mosquito control mode, please insert the charging cable into the 

handle to ensure that the electric mosquito swatter can be used continuously for one night. If the 

charging line is not inserted, the working time of the product is about 2 hours; 

 

Matters needing attention 

1. When the electric mosquito swatter works, there is high voltage on the metal mesh surface! 

Do not touch the metal mesh surface with hands or metal objects. Keep away from children, 



please pay attention to safety! 

2. Do not use this product in places where there may be flammable gas or dust, and do not often 

use conductive materials on the metal net; 

3. After use, please push the power switch to the OFF position and turn off the power! 

4. In order to ensure the service life of lithium battery, if there is no obvious effect of striking 

mosquitoes, or when the indicator light of the power of lithium battery flashes, it means that the 

battery power has been basically used up. Please stop using and charge the product in time, 

otherwise when the voltage of the lithium battery is lower than 2.8V, the low-voltage protection 

function of the product will make the product enter the protection state and fail to work. it can 

only be used after charging; 

5.If it is not used for a long time, charge it every other month for about 3 hours, and store the 

product in a ventilated and dry places with relative temperature less than 80% where shall be 

free of corrosive chemicals. 

6. Do not use wet towel to wipe or wash the mosquito remains on the net with water. Use long 

soft brush or tap a few times to let mosquitoes fall off (mosquito remains may cause short circuit 

of metal mesh and damage the electric mosquito swatter, please remove it in time). 

7. Please do not pat other hard parts of the product or press the metal mesh to avoid damages. 

8. Please operate in strict accordance with the use instructions and precautions, and do not 

dismantle at will. The company shall not bear any responsibility for the adverse consequences 

caused by illegal operation; 

 

Product Name: Electric Mosquito Swatter 

Model: XQN-898 

Power: 2W, 3000 V 

Certificates: RoHs and CE (EN 55014-1: 2017 + A11: 2020; EN 55014-2: 2015; EN 61000-3-2: 2014; 

EN 61000-3-3: 2013 + A1: 2019) 

Manufacturer: Jieyang Kailiya Electricicals Co, LTD 

 


